In The News
Friday, April 29, 2011

**Pastor Stewart Elson heals with congregation**
("Cheer for Children" at University Medical Center)

*Willcox Range News* 04/27/2011  [View Clip]

**Dispose-A-Med** (University of Arizona College of Pharmacy and the Arizona Poison and Drug Information Center)

*Northwest Explorer* 04/27/2011  [View Clip]

**Fire Departments, state, university take on brain injury** (Arizona Emergency Medicine Research Center and the University of Medicine; Ben Bobrow; Dan Spaite, MD)

*The Glendale Sun* 04/27/2011  [View Clip]

**Reports Outline Melanomas Study Results from University of Arizona** (W.B. Bair, Dept. of Pharmacology and Toxicology, College of Pharmacy and Arizona Cancer Center)

*Gene Therapy Weekly* 04/26/2011  [View Clip] Subscription required

**Doctors And Nurses From University Medical Center In Tucson And Other Victims Have Also Been Invited**

*KPNX-TV, Phoenix* 04/27/2011

**Doctors From University Medical Center In Tucson And Other Victims Of The Shooting Have Also Been Invited To Watch The Launch**

*KGW, WCMH-TV, Columbus OH* 04/27/2011

*KSNW-TV, Wichita, KS* 04/27/2011

*WFLA-TV, Tampa, FL* 04/27/2011

*WRC-TV, Washington DC* 04/27/2011

**Motor Vehicle Crashes Account For At Least 60-Percent Of Trauma Cases At University Medical Center**

*KVOA-TV* 04/27/2011

**Jan 8th survivor talks mental health**

*KVOA-TV* 04/27/2011  [View Clip]

**Businessmen oppose UA Healthcare oversight bill** (Patrick Soon-Shiong)

*Arizona Daily Star* 04/28/2011  [View Clip]

**Board accepts resignation of ex-interim chief Burns; UA Healthcare looks to hire interim CEO**

*Arizona Daily Star* 04/29/2011  [View Clip]